
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an ABAP consultant. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for ABAP consultant

Plans, assigns, and supervises the work of an assigned team engaged in
performing ABAP programming, design, testing, and debugging work for
SAP modules to meet project needs, priorities, and deadlines
Confers with management and functional teams to ensure the proper
integration of business processes and procedures with information
technology and to identify innovative customer solutions
Advises management of the overall cost, efficiency considerations, operating
advantages and disadvantages, and material and personnel resources
associated with the conversion of a specific work function to using an SAP
based solution
Formulates plans and specifications detailing workflow, manpower
distribution, information sources, production runs, documentation systems,
and management controls and reports for SAP modules
Defines highly complex technical requirements for ongoing systems
maintenance and future functionality to meet District requirements and
improve system efficiency
Coordinates and participates in the preparation and maintenance of
comprehensive and thorough technical program documentation for assigned
projects
Performs the more difficult system analysis, design, and programming work
of the unit
Provides on-the-job training and technical assistance to assigned
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Maintains effective and cooperative working relationships with process
owners, functional and technical team members, and users

Qualifications for ABAP consultant

Coordinate small technical teams and manage client expectations
Deep understanding of Finance processes and solutions Accounting,
Consolidation, Controlling, Treasury, Tax, Central Finance
Deep understanding of Architecture, System Conversion and Migration
Scenarios plus System Conversions, System upgrades, Landscape
Transformations, Carve Outs
SAP ABAP programming tools (incl
Worked in the core areas Viz
Good technical in MES related development


